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acted as a ferment of revolt among the people. The conviction
grew that Jahweh was waiting His hour, but that when it struck
He would reveal Himself in an irresistible burst of glory. It
was believed also that this event might be hastened by a stringent
observance of the Torah, and in this way political interests came
to be mingled with those of religion.
Yet even from this point of view, it would be an exaggeration
to regard the outlook of the Palestinians as homogeneous. Not
all of them were equally disposed to surrender themselves to
the dreams of nationalism. The upper classes were, in general,
prepared to accept the foreign domination with which they
made their peace for the sake of greater personal profit.
Thereby they retained their influence and consolidated those
material advantages which they had acquired by birth. Their
fathers before them had become Grecized, and they themselves
now became Romanized. Indeed, down to the time of the
insurrections in the first and second centuries a.d., and especially
during the reigns of Caligula and Claudius, the imperial court
was frequented by Jewish princes. When it came to repressing
the Great Rebellion, Vespasian and Titus found support in a
strong Roman party which saw no profit in headstrong action,
and was therefore inclined to display a disapproving and non-
committal attitude. These "politicians" were particularly
numerous among the ranks of the priesthood. Adventure did
not attract them, and they set their faces from the start against
those fiery spirits who were all too ready to both invoke the
anger and the favour of Jahweh, to the danger of all, and
especially of those in high places.
Diametrically opposed to this attitude was that of the
Zealots, who welcomed every attempt at revolution: they
exploited the smallest opportunity and the flimsiest pretext to
stir up the people. They magnified petty incidents and resorted
to violence at the first excuse. In a word, they lived in a
constant state of excitement of which their foreign masters
were aware and which, with good reason, they dreaded.
The mass of the people certainly did not share this chronic
excitement of the Zealots, but in moments of crisis they were
none the less capable of being roused by it. It may be said,
indeed, that their chief characteristic was a propensity towards
headstrong action. Having yielded to this impulse, they lost
their heads and shrank from no kind of excess, so that even in
cases where their risings had at first a good ground and a valid
excuse, they soon committed inexcusable crimes which, in the
eyes of their foreign masters, justified the sternest measures of
repression.

